
WINTER TRIOCACIB 
PRAGUE EXPO DOG

8.-10.12.2023

FCI international dog show of all breeds with the awarding of  CAJC CZ, 
CAC CZ, Res. CAC CZ, CACIB, Res CACIB, CACIB-J, 

CACIB-V and titles BOJ, BOV, BOS, BOB, JBIG, BIG, JBIS, BIS.

Held at the PVA EXPO PRAGUE exhibition center 
Beranových 667, 199 00 Prague 9. 

Entry is possible only through the DogOffice system.

Breeds:
8.12.2023 groups FCI 1-10, NON FCI

9.12.2023 groups FCI 1-10, NON FCI + 
nomination on CRUFTS

10.12.2023 groups FCI 1-10, NON FCI

Contact:
Email: vystava@kynologie.cz

Telefon: 724 782 719
Web: www.pragueexpodog.cz

Program: 
7:00 issue of numbers in the rings 

9:00 start of judging 
16:00 finals competition 

* timings for the Junior handling competition will
be published together with the timing of breeds

Pořadatel:
Český kynologický svaz, z.s.

U Pergamenky 1511/3
Praha 7, 170 00

1. deadline 2.deadline
1.10.2023 1.11.2023



Entry fees

1. deadline 2. deadline

Registration of the dog 50 EUR 60 EUR

Minor puppy 30 EUR 35 EUR

Puppy 30 EUR 35 EUR

Veteran 30 EUR 35 EUR

Competitions 20 EUR 25 EUR

*Change of entry 10 EUR 10 EUR

*Cancellation of one dog registration (Class:
intermediate, open, working and champion) 10 EUR 20 EUR

*Cancellation of one dog registration (Class:
Minor puppy, puppy and veteran)) 10 EUR 10 EUR

*Cancellation of competition 5 EUR 5 EUR

1. deadline 2. deadline

Registration of the dog 40 EUR 50 EUR

Minor puppy 20 EUR 30 EUR

Puppy 20 EUR 30 EUR

Veteran 20 EUR 30 EUR

Entry fees for Czech national breeds



The online version of the catalog will be published on the day of the exhibition before the start of judging 
at 
www.pragueexpodog.cz. A printed version of the catalog will not be available. 

*Cancellation of a dog‘s registration or modification of the application will only be possible after filling out
the relevant online form on the exhibition‘s website.
Changes or cancellations can only be requested until the second deadline!
Requests for change or cancellation via e-mail will not be accepted!
Canceling a dog‘s registration means deregistering a specific dog from the show day. Applies to cases
where applications only contain individual dog or one individual dog is removed from an application with
multiple dogs.
In the case of a cancellation fee, the proportional part will be returned no later than 3 weeks after the end of
the exhibition.

Information about payment: 

The difference between the payments of the 1st and 2nd deadlines is the date of payment, not the date of 
registration of the application in the system.
Unpaid applications will be canceled without notice within one week of submission. 
There is no discount for the second dog.
A change of ownership for one or more registered dogs will be treated as a new registration at full price. 
Payment on the showground, on the day of the exhibition, is not possible.
Cancellation or change of application is only possible for a fee and until the deadline. 
When paying by bank transfer, attach proof of payment of the exhibition fee to the application. 
When paying for multiple dogs (with the same owner, within one registration), pay the show fees together. 
The fee for canceling the dog‘s registration or changing the application will be charged separately for each 
day of the exhibition. 
The fee for changing/cancelling a dog depends on the date of sending the online form.
The fee for changing/cancelling a dog depends on the date of sending the online form. When paying by 
bank transfer, please include the name of the account holder in the Dogoffice system in the notes.

Payments in CZK :
FIO BANKA

Bank number: 2802168883/2010

Payments in EUR
FIO BANKA

Bank number: 2002168885/2010
IBAN: CZ57 2010 0000 0020 0216 



Registration instructions: 

After online registration, the exhibitor must receive a confirmation email with registration data. 
If you have not received the confirmation email, it is possible that the registration did NOT PROCESS!
In such cases, immediately contact the email vystava@kynologie.cz and provide your registration details. 
You can find out whether the application was successfully submitted in your profile in the „My applications“ 
section, where you can also track its status. 
Applications sent by email will not be accepted!

For each application, a copy of the pedigree (recognized by the FCI) from both sides, with the owner‘s name 
legible, must be uploaded in the Dogoffice system. The name of the dog owner must match the name of 
the account owner in the DogOffice system. If co-ownership is indicated for the dog, it is necessary to create 
a new account in the system in both names.

By accepting the application, the exhibitor is subject to all the provisions of the international FCI show regu-
lations, the ČMKU show regulations and the exhibition‘s propositions. 
The organizer is not responsible for an incorrectly completed application. 
By submitting the registration, the exhibitor agrees that his name and address will be published in the exhi-
bition catalog.

When paying by bank transfer, please include the name of the account holder in the Dogoffice system in 
the notes.

Awarding titles: Awarding titles: 

CAJC CZ, BOJ, CAC CZ, Res. CAC CZ, CACIB, CACIB-J, CACIB-V, Res CACIB, BOV, BOS, BOB-Winner of Prague, CAJC CZ, BOJ, CAC CZ, Res. CAC CZ, CACIB, CACIB-J, CACIB-V, Res CACIB, BOV, BOS, BOB-Winner of Prague, 
JBIG, BIG, JBIS, BIS. Awarding of degrees cannot be claimed. JBIG, BIG, JBIS, BIS. Awarding of degrees cannot be claimed. 
To obtain the titles Czech Junior Champion, CZ Champion, ČMKU Champion, C.I.B, C.I.B.-J, To obtain the titles Czech Junior Champion, CZ Champion, ČMKU Champion, C.I.B, C.I.B.-J, 
C.I.B.-V, C.I.E applies the provisions issued.C.I.B.-V, C.I.E applies the provisions issued.
Exhibitors who obtain the necessary awarding titles for obtaining Czech Champion, Czech Junior Champi-Exhibitors who obtain the necessary awarding titles for obtaining Czech Champion, Czech Junior Champi-
on, Czech Grand Champion, Czech Veteran Champion and Champion of the Czech National Association ofon, Czech Grand Champion, Czech Veteran Champion and Champion of the Czech National Association of
Czech Republic have the option to apply for the issuance of a diploma directly on the exhibition. ExhibitionCzech Republic have the option to apply for the issuance of a diploma directly on the exhibition. Exhibition
championships are under the auspices of ČMKU.championships are under the auspices of ČMKU.



Competitions in the final round: 

Junior Handling I. category (9-12 years old) age range for inclusion - at least one day before the day of the 
exhibition, the child must reach the age of 9 and at the same time must not reach the age of 13 on the day 
of the exhibition. 
Junior Handling II. category (13-18 years) age range for inclusion - at least one day before the day of the 
exhibition, the child must reach the age of 13 and at the same time must not reach the age of 18 on the day 
of the exhibition.
Best minor puppy - All dogs/bitches awarded with the Very promising 1 in the minor puppy class. 
Best pupy - All dogs/females awarded with the grade Very promising 1 in the puppy classs. 
The best pair of male and female of the same breed, who were judged at the show and are owned by one 
owner.
The best breeding group of 3-5 individuals of the same breed that were judged at the show and come from 
one breeder from different connections (min. 2) 
The best veteran is entered by individuals with the title of best veteran - BOV 
Winners of FCI groups - juniors (JBIG - Junior Best in Group) are entered by individuals with the BOJ title 
Winners of FCI groups (BIG – Best in Group) are entered by individuals with the BOB title 
The most beautiful young dog of the show (JBIS – Junior Best in Show) is entered by individuals with the 
JBIG title 
The most beautiful dog of the show (BIS - Best in Show) is entered by individuals with the BIG title

Classes: 

A dog can only be entered in one class on one show day. 
Switching dogs after the deadline is not possible. 
Changes to classes and cancellation of applications after the last deadline are not possible. 
Applications and documents sent after the closing date will not be accepted. 
Champion and Working classes: 
If a copy of the championship / working certificate that the dog meets the conditions for these classes is 
not attached to the application, it will automatically be included in the open class.



The organizer reserves the right to: 
 
- Referee changes. 
- Setting or changing the maximum number of registered dogs (especially in the case of a set maximum 
number of people at public events). It also applies if the number of already registered dogs is limited and 
the registration can be terminated before the deadline due to capacity reasons. 
- In case of cancellation of the exhibition, the amount for the registration will be returned to the exhibitor, 
reduced by a maximum of CZK 100 for the purpose of covering the necessary costs associated with the 
organization of the exhibition. 
- Rejection/cancellation of the application without giving a reason.

Entry list: 
 
They will be available in the dogoffice user account, about ten days before the exhibition. 
The entry list also serves as a unique ticket to the exhibition. 
Number of reported individual dogs = number of free entries to the exhibition. 
The exhibitor can come to the exhibition according to the judging schedule, which we publish about 10 
days before the exhibition. 
It is therefore not necessary to be at the exhibition from the beginning. At the same time, care must be 
taken to ensure sufficient 
time reserve (complications upon arrival, current traffic situation, route from the parking lot, etc.). 
The entry sheet contains information on show days (one entry sheet per show day), all reported dogs, their 
classes, including catalog numbers and numbers 
exhibition circles. 
If the exhibitor does not find the entry form in his account by the set deadline, it is possible that the regis-
tration did not take place, in such cases contact the email vystava@kynologie.cz immediately and provide 
the details of your registration.



Veterinary conditions: 
 
Dogs must be equipped with a passport for small animals or a vaccination certificate (according to § 6 pa-
ragraph 3 letter b of Act 166/1999 Coll., on veterinary care and on the amendment of some related laws as 
amended by the Veterinary Act). 
Please note that on January 1, 2020, based on the amendment to the Veterinary Act No. 302/2017 Coll. the 
obligation to mark dogs in the territory of the Czech Republic with a microchip enters into force. Vaccinati-
on of a dog against rabies is valid only if the dog is marked with a microchip or marked with a legible tattoo 
made before July 3, 2011. 
All animals must have a valid vaccination against rabies in accordance with Section 4, paragraph 1, letter f of 
the Veterinary Act. 
Dogs of breeders from EU member countries and third countries must meet the given conditions 
by Regulation 576/2013 of the European Parliament and the Council of 12 June 2013. At the event and all 
the participating individuals are subject to the valid veterinary conditions of the Czech Republic and the EU. 
Please note that on January 1, 2020, based on the amendment to the Veterinary Act No. 302/2017 Coll. the 
obligation to mark dogs in the territory of the Czech Republic with a microchip enters into force. Vaccinati-
on of a dog against rabies is valid only if the dog is marked with a microchip or marked with a legible tattoo 
made before July 3, 2011.

Protests: 
 
A protest against the referee‘s decision is not admissible. Protests can only be made for formal reasons of 
violation of exhibition regulations and propositions. The protest must be submitted in writing, together 
with the deposit of CZK 2,000, and only during the exhibition, i.e. as long as it is judged in rounds (does not 
apply to the preliminary and final round). If the protest is not recognized, the principal is forfeited in favor of 
the exhibition organizer. 
 
Photos and videos may be taken at the exhibition. Visiting spectator, exhibitor 
agrees to be photographed or recorded. If he doesn‘t want it, he can let the photographer know.



General provisions: 
 
Every registered dog must carry a dog‘s pedigree issued by a breed book recognized by the FCI. 
Dogs with cropped ears will not be admitted to the show. According to the Act on the Protection of Animals 
against Cruelty No. 77/2004 in full, which amends Act No. 246/1992. 
If the number of registered dogs in the ring exceeds 80 individuals, the report does not have to contain a 
verbal description of the dog. 
During the exhibition, dogs will be randomly checked according to their tattoo or chip number for the pur-
pose of identification. 
The exhibition is open to dogs and bitches of all breeds registered in FCI-recognised breed books who have 
reached the age required for inclusion in the class on the day of the exhibition. Dogs must be registered in 
the stud book of the FCI member state or in the stud book of countries whose PP is recognized by the FCI. 
The organizer of the exhibition is not responsible for damages caused by the dog or the exhibitor, nor for 
the death or loss of the dog. Dogs are not allowed to run free. According to the show regulations, biting 
dogs are excluded from the show. Heat bitches, bitches in a higher stage of pregnancy, lactating bitches 
and individuals with an operative or other veterinary procedure to remove a defect in the dog‘s exterior are 
also excluded from the show. It is forbidden to adjust the coat, skin or muzzle of the dog with anything that 
changes their structure, color or shape. 
It is forbidden to groom the dog in the area of the exhibition center with the help of any substances or aids. 
Only cutting, trimming, combing and brushing is allowed. 
It is also forbidden to tie the dog on the grooming table for a longer time than is necessary for grooming. 
Violation of this provision may result in the immediate exclusion of the dog 
from participation in the exhibition. 
Owners of dogs with the title „BOB - Winner of Prague“ are obliged to participate with their dogs in the final 
competitions as well. The award for the BOB title will be issued only to those individuals who participate in 
the competitions in the final round. Does not apply to unrecognized breeds. The marks (color, size, accor-
ding to coat type) of some breeds are assessed separately, according to FCI regulations, or according to the 
decision of ČMKU. 
Unless otherwise stated in the propositions, the provisions of the FCI International Show Rules and the 
ČMKU Show Rules apply. The exhibitor is obliged to pay the exhibition fees even if he does not participate 
in the exhibition with his dog. The sale of puppies at the exhibition is prohibited.


